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Abstract: A progression of FIAs (foliation intersection/inflection axes preserved within porphyroblasts) in the
foothills of the Colorado Rocky Mountains reveals four periods of staurolite growth and two growth phases each for
cordierite and andalusite; these FIA based isograds migrated ~2.5 kms across the orogen. This progression of mineral
development occurred about FIAs trending successively NE-SW, E-W, SE-NW and NNE-SSW. Granitoids were
emplaced during orogenesis in the surrounding region but have no direct relationship to the isograds. Isograd
migration took place away from a heat source to the WNW and this, combined with the lack of relationship to pluton
boundaries to the north and south, suggests that the latter rocks were not the heat source for metamorphism but rather
a product of it. A final period of andalusite, cordierite and fibrolitic sillimanite grew over the matrix foliation and
consequently, no FIA was determined for it; the isograds for this last period of mineral growth lie sub-parallel to those
mapped by previous workers. A strong correlation between the distribution of FIA trends and the axial trace of all
folds present in the area suggests that pockets of low strain are preserved from the effects of subsequent deformation
throughout the region in spite of 4 changes in the direction of bulk shortening. They suggest that FIA data can be used
to determine the succession of fold development from regional maps at which scale many overprinting criteria cannot
be applied.
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Introduction
The structural and metamorphic evolution of low-

pressure, high-temperature Proterozoic rocks in the Colo-
rado frontal ranges, which contain an abundance of gran-
ites, is similar to such orogenic belts around the world in-
cluding the Lachlan Fold Belt (Collins and Vernon
1992), the Pyrenees (Mezger and Passchier 2003) and
western Maine (De Yoreo 1989). Mechanisms that have
been proposed for the origin of such settings include
compression of previously extended continental crust
(Oliver 1991), mantle delamination (Loosveld and Ether-
idge 1990), heat advection via intrusions due to high
mantle heat flow (Rubenach 1992; Sandiford 1995; Ru-
benach and Baker 1998), radiogenic heating due to en-
richment of heat-forming elements in the upper crust and
the burial of heat-producing stratigraphic sequences (Mil-
dren and Sandiford 1995; Sandiford et al. 1998; McLaren
1999).

The relationship between metamorphism and granite
emplacement has always been somewhat of an enigma.
The question of which comes first has always been a
point of debate and this, to some extent still remains un-
resolved, although many would favour that the heat gen-
erated by orogenesis eventually promotes melting and
granite emplacement (Brown 1994a; Brown and Solar
1999). The common relationship observed, that the meta-
morphic grade increases towards igneous bodies, does
not resolve this question because any heat source causing
metamorphism could eventually generate a pluton rather
than vice versa.

Until recently, generally only one isograd per mineral
phase could be distinguished because routine quantitative
separation of the timing of growth of multiple different
phases of the one mineral from sample to sample across a
region was not possible. With the advent of a technique
for measuring foliation inflection/intersection axes in
porphyroblasts (FIAs), it was realized that different peri-
ods of growth of a single porphyroblastic phase could be
identified, correlated across a region (e.g. Bell et al.
1998) and dated (e.g. Bell and Welch 2002; Ali 2010; Sa-
nislav 2010; Sanislav and Shah 2010). Consequently, one
can potentially distinguish and thus map the distribution
of isograds for different periods of growth of a single
mineral phase .

Figure 1. Regional map of the Colorado Frontal Range

Regional map of the Colorado Frontal Range showing
the Precambrian rocks and the location of the study
area (box shows area of Fig. 3). BCSZ =Buckhorn
Creek shear zone, CB = Cheyenne belt, ISRSZ = Ida-
ho Springs-Ralston shear zone, MMSZ = Moose
Mountain shear zone, SGSZ = Skin Gulch shear zone
(modified after Cavosie and Selverstone, 2003).

The area described herein forms part of a Proterozoic
orogenic belt in the southwestern United States and pro-
vides a classic example of a large high-T-low-P terrane
and the problems associated with the tectonic interpreta-
tion of such regimes (Williams and Karlstrom 1996). The
only indication of deformation events that occur before
the peak of metamorphism, and how they affected the
thermal structure of an orogenic belt, comes from com-
bined quantitative micro and macro structural studies.
Microstructural studies are also important in distinguish-
ing between events at the peak of metamorphism and
those significantly post-dating it (Thompson and Ridley
1987). This research has used the combined approach of
integrating geochronological, metamorphic and structural
studies (using FIAs).

The technique used requires the measurement of the
orientation of foliation inflection intersection axes pre-
served by inclusion trails within porphyroblasts, which
are called FIAs. The measurement of these structures
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within garnet, staurolite andalusite and cordierite por-
phyroblasts from the Colorado foothills of the Rocky
Mountains has revealed a succession of FIAs within
these rocks. This has enabled examination of whether or
not the distribution of staurolite, cordierite and andalusite
isograds changed with time. That is, whether they shifted
with time as each FIA set developed. This paper reveals
the role of granitic emplacement versus isograd migration
with time, and their significance to the overall interpreta-
tion of PTtd paths.

General geology and tectonics of the region
The metasediments exposed in and around the Big

Thompson region of Colorado represent mature sedi-
ments deposited in a fore-arc (Condie and Martell 1983)
or back-arc setting (Reed 1987). Detrital zircon ages sug-
gest a maximum age of 1758+26 Ma for deposition of the
Big Thompson sequence (Selverstone 2000). Figure 1
shows a regional geological map. Figure 2 shows a de-
tailed geological map and the locations where samples
were taken and FIAs measured. The geological history of
Colorado has been well studied because of its spectacular
mountains and mineral wealth (e.g. Karlstrom 1997). The
basement is composed mainly of Paleoproterozoic rocks
(2.5-1.6Ga, Sim and Peterman 1986) with some rocks
having a Mesoproterozoic affinity (1.6-0.9 Ga, Sim and
Peterman 1986; Reed 1987).

The rocks mainly consist of quartz-feldspar gneiss, bi-
otite gneiss, amphibolite and migmatite (Reed 1987).
They were generally deformed under amphibolite facies
conditions (Reed 1987). Igneous intrusions at ~1.7, ~1.4
and 1.1 Ga reshaped the Paleoproterozoic rock distribu-
tion (Tweto 1987). The composition of the oldest (~1.7
Ga) and most dominant of these intrusions is intermedi-
ate with a calc-alkaline affinity. It is generally believed
that these igneous bodies were emplaced synchronous
with regional deformation during the Colorado orogeny,
but a few formed post-tectonically (Reed 1987) at ~1.4
Ga. These intrusives are undeformed except locally on
their margins, and were referred as A-type or “ anorogen-
ic” plutons, mainly because of their composition (Ander-
son and Cullers 1999). Recently some workers have
questioned their anorogenic classification and have ar-
gued that they were formed during deformation associ-
ated with the Berthoud orogeny (e.g. Nyman 1994).

Figure 2. Detailed geological map of study area and the
sample locations

Detailed geological map of study area and the sample
locations (after William 1970).

The two major deformation/metamorphic events pre-
viously recognized reached temperatures consistent with
sillimanite-zone metamorphism (Sims and Stein 2003)
although metamorphic conditions were very heterogene-
ous during these episodes. During the Colorado orogeny,
several areas recorded a transition in metamorphic grade
from the chlorite zone to the onset of migmatization (Sel-
verstone 1997). Thermobarometric analyses by Selver-
stone (1997) and Shaw (1999) suggested that there were
two intervals of heating during the Proterozoic Colorado
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and Berthoud orogenies. These were separated by an in-
terval of cooling and decompression (Sims and Stein
2003). In the Big Thomson Canyon area (Fig. 3), thermo-
barometric analysis of metapelites have indicated that

medium to high pressure metamorphism (7-10 kbars) was
succeeded by the formation of garnet and staurolite por-
phyroblast down to the pressures of 4-6 kbars (Selver-
stone 1997).

Figure 3. The general geology of Big Thompson Canyon

The general geology of Big Thompson Canyon region of the northern Frontal Range and the metamorphic isograds (dif-
ferent thick lined patterns), demarcating the first appearance of metamorphic index minerals, staurolite (St), andalusite (A)
and sillimanite (S). Map modified after Selverstone (1997).

According to Selverstone (1997), the whole region
near the Big Thomson Canyon was reheated around 1.4-
Ga. Geobarometric calculations on late garnet have
shown that these rocks lay at ~ 10km depth when this re-
heating occurred, similar to that at the end of the Colora-
do orogeny (Selverstone 1997). The portion of their geo-
logical map reproduced in Fig. 3 shows a succession of
isograds from staurolite through andalusite, sillimanite

(and kyanite further west from this area) from SE to NW
across the area. Monazite grains were dated within the
foliations defining each FIA set (Sanislav and Shah
2010) with FIA sets 1, 2 and 3 forming at 1760.5±9.7,
1719.7±6.4 and 1674±11Ma, respectively (Table 1) and
FIA set 4 forming around 1415±16 Ma (Table 1; Shah
2010).

Table 1. Summary of ages derived from the monazite grains preserved within porphyroblasts (Shah, 2010)

Porphyroblast Matrix

 Sample Textur-
al set-
ting

Age and
error

Total no
of Spots

No of
Mona-
zites

Sample Textur-
al set-
ting

Age and
error

Total no
of Spots

No of
Mona-
zites

 C117B Grt M1 1756±22 17 2 C75 Bt M1 1664±38 7 1

FIA 1 C75 St M2 1765±23 16 1 C75 Bt M2 1762±35 7 1

 C84 Grt M3 1762±21 24 1 C43 Mu M3 1724±37 7 1

 C77 Crd M4 1760±18 24 1 C108 Mta M4 1675±24 10 1
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Porphyroblast Matrix

 C51B Crd M5 1762±32 12 1 C77 Bt M5 1677±19 17 1

      C51B Mt M6 1685±29 9 1

 C43 St M6 1724±19 14 1 C84 Mta M7 1729±23 26 1

 C65A St M7,
8, 9

1717.6±
9.5

53 3 C83 Mu M8 1723±34 7 1

FIA 2 C108 St M10,
11

1721±14 37 2 C110 Mu M9 1438±30 7 1

 C77 Crd M12 1726±18 22 1 C65 Bt M10 1665±23 10 1

 C75 St M13 1712±25 10 1 C65 Bt M11 1742±29 8 1

      C65 Mta M11 1668±48 6 1

FIA 3 C83 St M14 1681±27 10 1      

 C51A Grt M15 1666±26 10 1 Mta = Matrix

 C77 And
M16

1678±17 20 1      

 C84 St M17 1683±36 6 1      

 C65 St M18 1665±24 10 1      

           

FIA 4 C51 B Crd M19 1414±23 13 1      

 C77 Crd M20 1410±26 10 1      

 C110 And
M21

1432±39 5 1      
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Figure Table 2. Samples collected in and around Big Thompson Canyon region of northern Front Range

Samples collected in and around Big Thompson Canyon region of northern Front Range, Colorado (shown in Fig. 3), the
geological formations from which they were taken, their latitude and longitude co-ordinates and the FIA trends measured

in them. XQS= Quartzofeldspathic mica schist XKS= Knotted mica schist XBS= Porphyroblastic biotite schist.
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Foliations
The rocks have been multiply deformed. Within the

matrix 3 foliations could be recognized. The most com-
mon is the main matrix schistosity S1 that lies parallel to
compositional layering S0 (Figs. 4 and 5). Two younger
matrix foliations oblique to bedding (S2 and S3; see map

and inset stereos) were also observed. However, S3 was
only recognized locally (Fig. 4). Foliations preserved as
inclusion trails in porphyroblasts are commonly truncated
by S1 parallel to S0 and in such cases generally appear to
predate this foliation (see below).

Figure 4. Matrix foliation relationships

Field photographs and line diagrams showing the matrix foliation relationships. (a and b), The earliest schistosity (S1) par-
allel to bedding (S0) or compositional layering (SL) and the axial planar S2 cleavage folding penetrative schistosity S1
and pre-D2 structures. (c and d), D2 crenulating S0//S1.
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Figure 5. Structural map of the area

Detailed structural map of the area showing three major matrix foliations, Sm+1 is the dominant foliation.

FIA measurements
The measurement of a FIA is achieved by cutting a

minimum of eight vertically oriented thin sections around

the compass from each rock sample to locate the switch
in inclusion trail asymmetry (clockwise or anticlockwise)
within the porphyroblasts (Fig. 6a and b). Where the FIA
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trends vary from the core to the rim of the porphyro-
blasts, a relative timing and thus a FIA succession can be
established (e.g. Bell et al. 1995, 1998).
Figure 6. The FIAs method

(a) Sketch illustrating the method developed by Bell
(1995, 1998) by which the trends of FIA are measured.

This technique uses changes in asymmetries of inclu-
sion trails in a porphyroblast, when viewed in a con-
sistent direction for successive striking vertical thin
sections. The range of inclusion trail geometries ex-
pected in thin sections of varying orientation along a
single FIA, which is between 0 and 40 in this case, is
shown. The inclusion surfaces marked on thin sec-
tions represent the geometry of the inclusion trails
within the porphyroblast. Thin section orientation is
marked as barbed arrow. The position of eye ball indi-
cates that the geometry is viewed from that direction.
(b) The 3-D sketch illustrates a change in FIA sets.

Porphyroblast inclusion trails and their
microstructural relationships

Garnet, staurolite, andalusite and cordierite porphyro-
blasts preserve foliations as inclusion trails. Garnet and
staurolite porphyroblasts are most common (e.g. Figs. 7,
8 and 9) and contain a very well developed schistosity
(e.g. Fig. 7) or a differentiated crenulation cleavage (e.g.
Figs. 8 and 9) as inclusion trails. These foliations are
most commonly straight with curvature near the porphyr-
oblast rims (e.g. Fig. 7) and many are truncated (e.g. Fig.
7c) by the matrix foliations but some are not (e.g. Figs. 7
b, d and 10). Garnet porphyroblasts are generally euhe-
dral and contain excellent inclusion trails (e.g. Fig. 7a).
The internal foliations (Si) in most of these porphyro-
blasts are truncated by the external foliations (Se). Their
size varies from greater than 2 mm to 0.5 mm. Ten or
more are common per thin section. In a few samples gar-
net has been replaced by muscovite and biotite.
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Figure 7. Representative photomicrographs and line diagrams of garnet and staurolite porphyroblasts.

Representative photomicrographs and line diagrams of vertical thin sections of different samples illustrating variation in
inclusion trail geometry, truncation and continuity with the matrix foliation. (a) Garnet porphyroblast preserves an oblique

foliation that curves CW to sub-vertical (Si). (b) Garnet porphyroblast preserves a sub-vertical foliation (Si) continuous
with the matrix (Se). (c) Staurolite porphyroblast preserves a sub-horizontal foliation (Si) that is truncated with that in the

matrix and has a slight anti-clockwise curvature. (d) Staurolite porphyroblast with straight inclusion trails that are continu-
ous with the matrix foliation. A slightly anti-clockwise curvature was observed in the rims or from the porphyroblast into
the matrix in some porphyroblasts. Sample numbers, strikes and way up of the vertical thin sections are shown in the

upper left corner (thick singly barbed arrow). PPL = plane polarized light; XPL= cross polarized light, Se = external folia-
tion, Si = Internal foliation, St = staurolite, Bt = biotite, Grt = garnet.
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Figure 8. Photomicrograph and the line diagram of a garnet
porphyroblast

(a) Photomicrograph and the line diagram (b) of a gar-
net porphyroblast containing a differentiated crenula-
tion cleavage with relics of the crenulated cleavage in
Q-domains. The pseudo FIA is located in 3D where
the crenulated cleavage changes asymmetry. The FIA
is located where the slightly clockwise curving crenu-
lation cleavage changes from ACW as shown to CW.
(c) Detail within the garnet core. Thick barbed arrow
shows way up and strike. Plane polarized light. Se =
external foliation and Sia is the crenulated cleavage,
Sib is the crenulation cleavage. St = staurolite and Bt
= Biotite.

Figure 9. Photomicrograph and the line diagram of a
staurolite porphyroblast

(a) Photomicrograph and the line diagram (b) of a
staurolite porphyroblast containing a differentiated
crenulation cleavage with relicts of the crenulated
cleavage in Q-domains. The pseudo FIA is located in
3D where the crenulated cleavage changes asymme-
try. The FIA is located where the slightly clockwise
curving crenulation cleavage changes from ACW as
shown to CW. (c) Detail within the garnet core. Thick
barbed arrow shows way up and strike. Plane polar-
ized light. Se = external foliation and Sia is the crenu-
lated cleavage, Sib is the crenulation cleavage. St =
staurolite and Bt = Biotite.
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Figure 10. Photomicrographs and line diagrams of Andalusite and cordierite porphyroblasts

Representative photomicrographs and line diagrams of vertical thin sections of samples illustrating variation in inclusion
trail geometry, truncation and continuity with the matrix foliation. (a,b) andalusite porphyroblast preserves a foliation that
is continuous with that in the matrix and has a slight anti-clockwise curvature. (c,d) cordierite porphyroblast with straight
inclusion trails that are continuous with the matrix foliation. A slightly clockwise curvature was observed in the rims or
from the porphyroblast into the matrix in some porphyroblasts. Sia is crenulated by Sib with an anticlockwise asymmetry.
The same two cleavages are present in the matrix (Sea and Seb). Sample numbers, strikes and way up of the vertical thin
sections are shown in the upper left corner (thick singly barbed arrow). PPL = plane polarized light; XPL = cross polarized
light

Staurolite porphyroblasts range in shape from poikilit-
ic euhedral, anhedral to subhedral and preserve excellent
inclusion trails that are mainly sigmoidal (Fig. 7c). Si in
most of these porphyroblasts is truncated by Se (Fig. 7c).

They range in size from 7 to 10 mm. Five or more por-
phyroblasts are common per thin section. Staurolite por-
phyroblasts in a few samples have been completely
replaced by muscovite and chlorite.

Andalusite porphyroblasts are generally poikiloblas-
tic. Inclusion trails vary from poorly preserved to excel-
lent (Fig. 10a). Si in some of porphyroblasts is truncated
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by Se. The size varies from as big as 7 to 20 mm and 2 to
5 are present in each thin section of samples containing
this phase. Shapes of the grains are anhedral to subhedral
and rarely euhedral. In a few samples andalusite has re-
placed the micaceous part of the matrix retaining only
quartz, opaques, biotite and some graphite as inclusions.

Cordierite porphyroblasts are mostly poikiloblastic
and contain well-preserved inclusion trails (Fig. 10b). In-
clusion trails within these porphyroblasts are truncated by
matrix foliations or continuous with them. They range in
shape from euhedral to anhedral, vary in size from 8 to
15 mm and 5 or more are common in each thin section of
samples containing this phase. Some of cordierite por-
phyroblasts are corroded and have changed primarily to
coarse-grained muscovite. Examples of staurolite being
altered to cordierite and coarse-grained muscovite are
many (see below).

FIA results
A total of 67 oriented samples were collected that

contained inclusion trails well enough developed (Figs. 7
and 8) for FIA measurement. 800 oriented thin sections
were prepared from these samples. A total of 138 FIA
and pseudo-FIA trends were measured (Table 2) and are
shown as trends on a map for each sample location in

Fig. 11 and as a rose diagram in Fig. 12a. The combined
FIA trend data for garnet and staurolite is shown in Fig.
12b. A total of 64 and 53 FIAs were measured in garnet
and staurolite porphyroblasts respectively (Fig. 11). Sam-
ples C52, C67, C69, C76 and C98B preserve a different
FIA in the core versus the rim in garnet (Fig. 12a, b and
c). The other porphyroblastic phases in which FIAs were
measured were cordierite and andalusite, with 14 ob-
tained from the former and 7 from the latter. Their trends
are given in Table 2, shown in map view in Fig. 11, and
on a rose diagram in Fig. 12. Many samples preserve dif-
ferentiated crenulation cleavages that have been over-
grown by the porphyroblasts where the asymmetry of the
crenulated cleavage can be determined (Figs. 8, 9 and
13d, e). The crenulated cleavages consist of quartz and il-
menite grains, while the remains of differentiated crenu-
lations cleavages predominantly contain ilmenite grains.
The intersection between the crenulated and crenulation
cleavages can be determined, when viewed in three di-
mensions, and is called a pseudo-FIA (p-FIA) as it pre-
dates porphyroblast growth. The actual FIA is formed
during porphyroblast growth and in these samples is
defined by the curvature of the differentiated crenulation
cleavage (Table 4 and Figs. 8 and 9).
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Figure Table 3. Relative succession of FIAs measured in samples where both garnet and staurolite porphyroblast occur in
a single sample (units are in degrees)
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Figure Table 4. Relative succession of FIAs, within garnet and staurolite porphyroblast, using core/rim and pseudo-FIA
criteria (read text for details)
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Figure 11. FIA trends for successive FIA sets in Big Thompson region of Colorado Rockies

FIA trends for successive FIA sets in Big Thompson region of Colorado Rockies. (a) Shows the geological map, location
and the FIA trends of all samples which preserve inclusion trails of (a) FIA set 1, (b) FIA set 2, (c) FIA set 3 and (d) FIA set
4. FIA set 1 and 2 are preserved only within garnet and staurolite porphyroblast, while as FIA set 3 and 4 are contained

within andalusite and cordierite porphyroblast as well.
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Figure 12. Equal area rose plot of all FIA trends measured
within samples

(a) equal area rose plot of all FIA trends measured
from garnet, staurolite, andalusite and cordierite. Four
peaks occur at 25º, 55º, 85º and 135º. (b) garnet FIAs
(c) staurolite FIAs, (d) garnet plus staurolite FIAs, (e)
andalusite FIAs, (f) cordierite FIAs.

Figure 13. Equal area rose plot of all samples preserving
multiple FIA trends

(a) Equal area rose plot of FIAs in all samples preserv-
ing changes in trend from core to rim in garnet por-
phyroblasts. (b) core FIAs. (c) rim FIAs. (d) pseudo-
FIAs in garnet. (e) pseudo-FIAs in staurolite.

Inclusions of porphyroblastic phases within
others

Figure 14a, shows an example of a euhedral garnet
porphyroblast included within a poikiloblastic staurolite.
A few examples of garnet inclusions preserved within an-
dalusite and cordierite were also observed (e.g. Fig. 14c,
d). These relationships suggest the growth of garnet oc-
curred before the formation of staurolite, andalusite and
cordierite. Staurolite porphyroblasts in a few samples
were partially and/or completely replaced by andalusite
or cordierite (Fig. 15). The inclusions within the stauro-
lite in these situations are texturally and geometrically
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distinct from those within andalusite and cordierite. In-
clusions of staurolite and andalusite occur within cordier-
ite porphyroblasts in a few samples (e.g. C93A and C77;
Fig. 16). In C93A, staurolite inclusions are preserved
within andalusite, which suggests that staurolite grew be-
fore andalusite and was latter consumed by a reaction,
which produced andalusite.
Figure 14. The photomicrographs show garnet
porphyroblast within younger mineral phases

The photomicrographs illustrate an example of garnet
porphyroblast enclosed within the younger (top) staur-
olite, (middle) andalusite and (bottom), cordierite por-
phyroblasts. The foliations within garnet in all these
examples are texturally older than the enclosing min-
eral phase and matrix foliations. The strike (arrow),
way up (single barb) and sample number of each ver-
tical thin section is shown in the upper left corner.
PPL = plane polarized light. St = staurolite, And =an-
dalusite and Crd = cordierite.
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Figure 15. The photomicrographs show staurolite grains replaced by andalusite and mica

(a) The photomicrograph shows a staurolite porphyroblast that has been replaced by andalusite. (b) Enlarged view of a
staurolite inclusion within the andalusite porphyroblast. (c) A staurolite porphyroblast enclosed and slightly replaced by
cordierite. (d) Shows a staurolite porphyroblast that has been partially replaced by cordierite. Traces of staurolite can be
seen within the cordierite. Coarse grained muscovite have subsequently replaced the cordierite or were produced during
the same process which replaced staurolite. The strike (arrow), way up (single barb) and sample number of each vertical
thin section is shown in the upper left corner. PPL = plane polarized light, XPL = cross polarized light. St = staurolite, And

= andalusite, Ms=muscovite and Crd = cordierite.
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Figure 16. The photomicrograph shows andalusite blast
replaced by cordierite

Shows an andalusite porphyroblast that has been re-
placed by cordierite that preserves a crenulated and a
crenulation cleavage. Andalusite appears to contain
an earlier formed foliation and also preserves relics of
staurolite grains. The strike (arrow), way up (single
barb) and sample number of each vertical thin section
is shown in the upper left corner. Se = external folia-
tion, Si =Internal foliation, XPL = cross polarized light,
And = andalusite, St = Staurolite and Crd =cordierite.

These mineral relationships suggest that garnet grew
before staurolite, followed by andalusite and then cor-
dierite. Differentiating quantitatively between different
generations of these mineral phases by simple micro-
structural relationships was not possible. However, the
measurement of the FIAs contained within them suggests
four generations of garnet and staurolite porphyroblasts
and two each of cordierite and andalusite phases formed
in this region (see below). Fibrolitic sillimanite occurs as
a late phase on the boundaries of andalusite and cordier-
ite porphyroblasts (Fig. 17).
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Figure 17. The photomicrographs show late andalusite and cordierite grains

The photomicrographs illustrating some rare examples in which the (a) andalusite and(b) cordierite porphyroblast just
overgrew the matrix foliation without any deflection of inclusion trails associated with deformation during their growth. ((c)
and (d)), Shows an example of fibrolitic sillimanite incorporated within (c), cordierite and (d), andalusite porphyroblast. In
((e) and (f)), fibrolitic sillimanite is just overgrowing the matrix phase. Sample number with its vertical thin section orienta-

tion and strike is shown on upper right corner. Thick barbed arrow shows way up. PPL = plane polarized light; CPL =
cross polarized light. Grt = garnet, St =staurolite and Bt = Biotite, And = andalusite, Crd = cordierite and Sill = sillimanite.

Interpretation of the FIA succession
Figure 2 shows that porphyroblastic samples from

which FIAs could be measured are present relatively uni-
formly across the eastern half of the region only

becoming patchily distributed to the west and this is sig-
nificant for the construction of isograds (see below). Gar-
net is present in the easternmost samples but staurolite is
not. Furthermore, garnet porphyroblasts are commonly
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overgrown by staurolite. Both features suggest that in this
region garnet grew before staurolite and this characteris-
tic (see Table 3) provides one of four criteria that were
used to determine the relative timing of successive FIAs.
The few samples containing changes in FIA trend from
the cores to the rims of garnet porphyroblasts provide a
second criterion, a third was provided by samples con-
taining pseudo (p-FIAs) versus actual FIAs (e.g. Figs. 8
and 9) in garnet and staurolite porphyroblasts (Table 4)
and a fourth was provided by those porphyroblasts with
trails truncated by the matrix foliation versus those
whose trails were continuous with it (e.g. Figs. 7 and 10).
The FIA succession indicated by arranging changes in
FIA trend from garnet to staurolite in the same sample in
Table 3 so that they do not conflict is supported by that in
Table 4 and by those whose trails are truncated versus
continuous with the matrix foliation. This succession is
from FIA 1 (trending NE-SW), to FIA 2 (trending E-W),
to FIA 3 (trending SE-NW), and FIA 4 (trending NNE-
SSW). Table 2 shows all the samples for which FIAs
have been determined. Samples containing only one FIA
trend have been placed on this table based on that trend
and secondly, whether the inclusion trails are truncated
(FIA 1) or continuous (FIA 4) with the matrix foliation.
FIA 1 and 2 is preserved only in garnet and staurolite

porphyroblasts. FIA set 3 is mainly present in garnet and
staurolite porphyroblasts. However, a few samples con-
tain this FIA set in andalusite and cordierite porphyro-
blasts (Table 2). FIA set 4 can be found in each of the
porphyroblastic phases. This indicates a progression in
the timing of growth as orogenesis proceeded of garnet,
staurolite, andalusite and cordierite.

FIAs 1, 2, 3 and 4 and the distribution of
isograds

The samples which contain FIA 1, 2, 3 and 4 pre-
served in staurolite porphyroblasts are shown in Fig. 18.
The total distribution of FIAs measured from this mineral
(Fig. 12c) resulted from four periods of staurolite growth
that show a consistent succession where relative timing
criteria are available (Table 2). Staurolite isograds can be
defined for these FIAs as shown in Fig. 18 a-d. A slightly
clockwise and eastward shift in the staurolite isograd
from FIA 1 to FIA 4 is apparent. Andalusite and cordier-
ite porphyroblasts only contain FIA sets 3 and 4 with FIA
set 4 mainly present in the latter phase. Foliations defin-
ing FIA set 4 in both of these mineral phases were always
continuous with those in the matrix and deflections of
these trails from porphyroblast to matrix are very slight
(e.g. Fig. 10).
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Figure 18. The staurolite isograds plotted on a geological map

The staurolite isograds plotted on a geological map. It shows all sample locations and their FIA and p-FIA trends meas-
ured in staurolite porphyroblast. (a), FIA set 1 (b), FIA set 2 (c), FIA set 3 and (d), FIA set 4. A slightly clockwise shift in
these isograds has been observed from FIA 1 (oldest FIA) to FIA 4 (youngest FIA). The rose plot shows average FIA

trends.
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Figure 19. The andalusite and cordierite FIA generated isograds plotted on a geological map

The andalusite and cordierite FIA generated isograds plotted on a geological map. It also shows rare samples of andalu-
site, cordierite and sillimanite of post-FIA set 4 formation. (a) Shows all sample locations and their FIA and p-FIA trends
measured in andalusite porphyroblasts. This mineral phase preserves inclusion trails of FIA set 3 and 4. In (b), all sample
locations and their FIA and p-FIA trends measured in cordierite porphyroblast are shown.This mineral phase preserves

inclusion trails of FIA set 3 and 4. A slightly clockwise shift in these isograds has been observed from FIA 3 to FIA 4. The
rose plot shows the average FIA trends. (c), Shows all those rare sample locations in which the cordierite and andalusite
porphyroblast just overgrew the matrix foliation without any deflection of inclusion trails associated with deformation dur-
ing their growth. (d) Shows all those rare sample locations which contain fibrolitic sillimanite either within the matrix (e.g.

Fig. 17e) or incorporated within cordierite (e.g. Fig. 17c) or andalusite (e.g. Fig. 17d). The fibrolitic sillimanite in all of these
samples appears to postdate FIA set 4 and overprints the matrix foliation.
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The andalusite and cordierite isograds for FIAs 3 and
4 are shown in Fig. 19 (a, b). A slightly clockwise shift
with time in both of their isograds, similar to that for the
staurolite isograds, is apparent. Inclusions of andalusite
were found within the porphyroblasts of cordierite in
sample C77 (Fig. 16a). Cordierite in this sample contains
FIA 4 suggesting that the andalusite formed before or
during this period of FIA development. Remnants of in-
clusions, which are mainly composed of quartz, musco-
vite, minor opaques and ilmenite, are geometrically and
texturally very distinct from those found within the ma-
trix and the cordierite remains. Traces of staurolite (e.g.
C52) included in some big cordierite poikiloblasts con-
tain inclusions trails texturally and geometrically distinct
from those within their hosts (Fig. 15d); cordierite pre-
serves FIA set 4 and its inclusion trails completely trun-
cate those of staurolite (Fig. 15d). FIA measurements
were impossible for staurolite in this sample, as very few
thin sections contain this mineral.

Late andalusite and cordierite growth
A few samples containing rare porphyroblasts of an-

dalusite (C55B, C101, C92A), cordierite (C66, C68A,
C68B, C96B, C70, C101) and fibrolitic sillimanite
(C55B, C66, C70, C68B, C92A, C96B and C101) gener-
ally only showed these phases in one thin section of the 8
to a maximum of 18 that were cut from each sample.
Consequently, a FIA could not be measured. Indeed, the
porphyroblasts overgrew the matrix with no deflection of
the foliation from inside to outside of the porphyroblast,
suggesting that they formed after deformation ceased.
The location of these samples and the three isograds that
they suggest is shown in Fig. 19c, d.

Axial plane trends of regional folds
The axial traces of all folds present in the area were

measured from regional geological maps (Fig. 20a). They
were then plotted on a rose diagram as shown in Fig. 20b.
Note the similarity between this figure and that contain-
ing the FIA trends (Fig. 21).

Figure 20. Location of all regional folds

Shows locations of different folds in the Big Thomp-
son region and adjacent area of Colorado, Rockies.
All mapped axial traces of various folds were meas-
ured from the geological maps and plotted on the
rose diagram as shown in (b).
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Figure 21. Rose plot of FIA trends and fold axial traces

In (a) equal area rose plots of all the FIA trends meas-
ured from four major porphyroblastic phases (garnet,
staurolite, andalusite and cordierite) are shown. (b),
Shows a plot of fold axial traces. The four different
peaks in the trends of axial traces exactly match the
four FIA trends. Bell et al. (2004) and Bell and New-
man (2006) argue that FIAs forming perpendicular to
bulk shortening directions and successions of FIAs re-
cord changes in this direction that occurred during
orogenesis (see text for details).

Interpretation
The common truncation of foliations preserved in por-

phyroblasts by S1 parallel to S0 in the matrix is interpre-
ted to result from reactivation of the compositional layer-
ing decrenulating newly developing crenulation cleav-
ages and rotating oblique relics of others into parallelism
with the bedding. This phenomenon has been extensively
documented and described by Bell et al. (2003, 2004) and
Ham and Bell (2004).

Porphyroblast rotation or otherwise

A consistent succession of 4 FIA sets as shown in Fig.
12 would be impossible if the porphyroblasts had rotated.
This is shown in Fig. 13. Set 1 FIA forms almost 45º
from FIA set 2. If FIA set 2 formed by rotation of the
porphyroblasts around an axis with this trend, FIA set 1
would have been rotated on a small circle by up to 90º
(the maximum curvature of inclusion trails defining FIA
set 2) as shown in Fig. 22a. FIA set 3 lies 80° from FIA
set 1. An enormous spread of FIA set 1 data results when
the spread of FIA 1 due to rotation about FIA 2 is in turn
rotated about FIA 3 (Fig. 22b) by up to 135º (the maxi-
mum inclusion trail curvature about FIA3). If these axes
were further rotated about FIA set 4, the spread of FIA
trends would span the whole stereonet (Fig. 22c). The
succession of FIA trends show in Fig. 11 indicates that
this is not the case. Recent computer-modeling has re-
vealed that non-rotation of competent prophyrobalsts is
continuum mechanically possible (Fay et al. 2008, 2009)
and simply depends on reproducing the deformation his-
tory environment in which porphyroblasts grow (Spiess
and Bell 1996; Bell and Bruce,, 2007).
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Figure 22. Lower hemisphere equal area projections of the
mean FIA trends

Lower hemisphere equal area projections of the mean
FIA trends and their small circle rotation around over-
printing FIA sets (rotation axes) to demonstrate the ef-
fect of flexural flow folding. When rotating around an
axis and assuming that the FIA is preserved in per-
fectly spherical porphyroblast (similar to garnet), FIA
can have trends anywhere along the small circle. Set
1 FIA forms almost 45º from FIA set 2. Presuming that
the set 2 FIA formed from a mechanism of heteroge-
neous simple shear, it should have then rotated set 1
FIA about a small circle by 90º (maximum curvature of
inclusion trails in FIA set 2) as shown in (a). Subse-
quently, set 3 FIA, lies roughly 40º from FIA set 2 and
80º from FIA set 1. An enormous spread of FIA data
(b), results when further rotation of FIA set 1 around
set 3 (maximum inclusion trail curvature ~135º). If ro-
tated again during the FIA set 4, the spread of FIA
trends would be infinite (c).

Isograd migration

The migration of the staurolite isograd eastwards from
FIA 1 to FIA 4 (Figs. 18a, b, c and d) indicates that the
source of heat for the metamorphism that generated this
succession of events lay to the west. Each of the four pe-
riods of staurolite development involved more than one
phase of growth. Most porphyroblasts contain a single
FIA but some preserve an earlier formed differentiated
crenulation cleavage from which a pseudo-FIA (that pre-
dates porphyroblast growth) could be measured (Figs. 8
and 9). Consequently, these rocks record evidence more
than 4 phases of staurolite growth that could not have
been distinguished without the FIA data preserved by

their inclusion trails. The andalusite and cordierite iso-
grads for FIAs 3 and 4 (Fig. 19a and b) rotate clockwise
as they migrate eastwards similar to the staurolite iso-
grads, suggesting that they were a product of migration
of the heat source from WNW to ENE with time.

Rare matrix overprinting cordierite, andalusite
and fibrolitic sillimanite

The samples (± fibrolitic sillimanite) containing rare
cordierite or andalusite porphyroblasts incorporating ma-
trix foliation without any deflection of inclusion trails
suggest isograds forming at ~90° to those for which FIAs
could be measured as shown in Fig. 19c,d. They suggest
that growth of these 3 late phases resulted from a differ-
ent heat source, possibly associated with pegmatite in the
SW corner of Figs 2 & 3.

Foliation trend and Heat Flux

Figures 2 and 3 show that no granite is present on the
WNW side of the isograds. Figures 18 and 19a, b reveal
that the staurolite, cordierite and andalusite isograds mi-
grated eastwards at a high angle to S0,1 with the clock-
wise shift of the trend of FIAs 1, 2, 3 and 4. This sug-
gests that heat flux through rock was controlled by the
orientation of S0,1 rather than the FIA trend; the latter is
controlled by the concurrently developing sub-vertical
foliation. That is, reactivation of the heterogeneity pro-
vide by S0,1 provided a faster pathway for heat than a
newly developing cleavage. This also accords with ENE
migration of a heat source that lay to the WSW during
orogenesis. The most recently formed sillimanite, andalu-
site and cordierite isograds (Fig. 19c, d) lie roughly paral-
lel to each other and the distribution of the ~1400 Ma
granitoid plutons to the SW but orthogonal to isograds
defined by FIAs.

Relationship between FIA trends and axial
traces of folds

Comparison of Fig. 21a and b shows a strong correla-
tion between the distribution of FIA trends and the axial
trace of all folds present in the area. The four different
peaks in the trends of axial traces exactly match the four
FIA trends. Bell et al. (2004) and Bell and Newman
(2006) argue that FIAs forming perpendicular to bulk
shortening directions and successions of FIAs record
changes in this direction that occurred during orogenesis.
Folds are a product of the same process but are expected
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to be rotated with time by the overprinting effects of suc-
cessive deformation in contrast with the FIAs, which are
unaffected by subsequent ductile deformation (e.g. Bell
et al. 1995; Fay et al. 2008). The correlation of fold axial
traces with the FIA trends recorded here is, therefore,
quite remarkable. It suggests that pockets of low strain
occur due to deformation partitioning, in spite of, or per-
haps because of, the 4 successive changes in bulk short-
ening direction. These pockets preserve folds in the ori-
entation in which they formed from subsequent rotation
or destruction. They provide remarkable confirmation of
the veracity of the FIA data and indeed reveal that such
data can be used to determine successions of fold devel-
opment from regional maps at which scale many over-
printing criteria cannot be applied (e.g., Abu Sharib and
Bell 2011; Bell and Sanislav 2011.

Discussion
Prior to the development of FIA studies, there was no

way to distinguish different periods of growth of the
same porphyroblastic phase unless changes in inclusion
density, composition or orientation were very obvious.
With the advent of a quantitative approach using FIAs,
many different periods of growth of the same porphyro-
blastic phase can now be distinguished (Bell et al. 1998;
Sanislav and Bell, 2011). In the example documented
herein, four different periods of growth of garnet and
staurolite have been distinguished and the isograds for
four of the periods of staurolite and two each of cordier-
ite and andalusite have been mapped.

Multiple phases of staurolite growth

Isograds can potentially be obliterated by further heat-
ing (e.g. Braddock and Cole 1979). Shaw (1999) and Sel-
verstone (1997; Fig. 3) claimed that the staurolite isograd
resulted from two generations of growth. They had iso-
topic age evidence for 2 periods of tectonism separated
by ~300 million years but did not attribute these two peri-
ods of growth to periods of tectonism that far apart. Rath-
er, they suggested that andalusite growth took place at
the end of the phase of tectonism that produced the staur-
olite (~1.7Ga) and then reoccurred some 300 million
years after staurolite growth (~1.4Ga). The ability to
quantitatively measure FIAs and distinguish many peri-
ods of growth of the same porphyroblastic phase has
changed this. The recognition of a succession of 4 FIAs
preserved within the staurolite porphyroblasts in this

region plus at least 2 phases of staurolite growth within
each FIA set (see also Sanislav and Bell, 2011), signifi-
cantly contrasts with most concepts on how reactions
take place during deformation and metamorphism.

Quantitative measurement of inclusion trails within
porphyroblasts reveals that the reactions from which por-
phyroblasts such as staurolite grow do not simply start
and go to completion. Rather they take place over and
over again, once the PT and bulk composition are suita-
ble and are a function of some other factor that previous-
ly has not been considered as significant. Bell and Hay-
ward (1991), Spiess and Bell (1996) and Bell and Bruce
(2007) have shown that the initiation of crenulation hing-
es controls where porphyroblast nucleation and growth
takes place during regional metamorphism and that
growth ceases as soon as a differentiated crenulation
cleavage begins to develop. They argue that this results
from strain softening and the cessation of microfracture
and thus access of the components need for the reaction
to take place to the porphyroblast crystal faces. Conse-
quently, when another deformation initiates such that
crenulations can begin to form again (which requires
shortening near orthogonal to the previous event) the
same porphyroblastic phase can regrow (Sanislav and
Bell, 2011). Such regrowth of staurolite took place in this
region during 4 different events, the first and last of
which were spaced 250 million years apart!

Multiple phases of andalusite and cordierite
growth

A transition from andalusite to cordierite during FIAs
3 and 4 is suggested by a concomitant increase in the lat-
ter phase and accords with the overall migration of the
staurolite, andalusite and cordierite isograds during the
development of FIAs 1 through 4 from W to E across
Figs. 18 and 19. This succession suggests a negative
slope for the growth of cordierite on a PT pseudosection
during metamorphism accompanied by deformation. The
younger cordierite, andalusite and sillimanite isograds
that lie nearly orthogonal to those defined by the FIA
succession (compare Figs. 19a-b and 19c-d) appear to
have switched andalusite for cordierite. This suggests a
positive slope for the growth of cordierite on a PT pseu-
dosection due to contact metamorphism. They appear to
have resulted from a heat source to the SW instead of the
WNW.
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Comparison with earlier work

The isograds mapped by Selverstone (1997) shown in
Fig. 3 resemble the youngest isograds determined
through this research. This is to be expected because they
were unable to distinguish the different phases of growth
of staurolite, andalusite and cordierite that the FIA ap-
proach allowed.

Deformation Partitioning

Rocks are subjected to heterogeneities at all scales
(e.g. Bell 1981; Williams 1994; Bell et al. 2004). In a
given outcrop some aspects of the deformation history
can have affected some portions while others will be af-
fected by other different events. Microstructural (Bell
and Hayward 1991; Spiess and Bell 1996; Bell and Bruce
2007) and FIA data (Bell et al. 1998) strongly suggest
that porphyroblast nucleation and growth is a function of
the partitioning of deformation at the scale of a porphyro-
blast. This provides a simple explanation for why reac-
tions take place at different times from sample to sample
in the same or adjacent outcrops (e.g. Sanislav and Bell
2011) and contrasts with the assumption that mineral
growth is only a function of pressure, temperature and
bulk composition (e.g. Thompson 1957).

Different distributions on a histogram from FIA to
FIA for garnet, staurolite, andalusite and cordierite (Fig.
23) reveal changes in the partitioning of deformation
within a region. Garnet dominates FIA set 1 and stauro-
lite FIA set 4 (Fig. 23a). The total distribution in each
FIA set reveals that there are more samples which pre-
serve FIA set 3 trails as compared to those which contain
FIA set 1, 2 or 4 (Fig. 23b). The number of FIAs meas-
ured decreases from garnet to staurolite, cordierite and
andalusite (Fig. 23c). Differences from region to region
preserve changes in the effects of deformation partition-
ing at a large scale (e.g. Bell et al. 2004; Abu Sharib and
Bell, 2011). The disbursement of FIAs 1, 2, 3 and 4 in
garnet and staurolite porphyroblasts across the area
strongly suggests that the P, T and bulk composition
were suitable for growth of these mineral phases from
FIA 1 onwards. Yet staurolite porphyroblasts containing
FIA 1 have only been found in seven samples (Fig. 14a).
This is more likely to be the result of a change in the pat-
tern of deformation partitioning during the development
of this FIA set rather than a change in the P and T (e.g.
Bell et al. 2004; Sanislav and Bell, 2011).

Figure 23. Histograms showing the distribution of FIAs

Histograms showing the distribution of FIAs. (a) The
distribution frequency of FIA sets in four major por-
phyroblastic mineral phases (garnet, staurolite, anda-
lusite and cordierite). Garnet dominate in FIA set 1
and staurolite in FIA set 4. In (b), the total distribution
in each FIA set is plotted. There are more samples
which preserve FIA set 3 trails as compared to those
which contain FIA set 1, 2 or 4. In (c), the total fre-
quency distribution of FIAs in each mineral species is
shown. Garnet contains the maximum FIAs followed
by staurolite, cordierite and andalusite.

Relevance to granite emplacement

The only plutonic rocks known to have intruded dur-
ing the peak of metamorphism in the Colorado orogeny
are the pegmatite swarms close to the Big Thompson
River (Fig. 2). However, there is no broad first-order spa-
tial relationship between pre-metamorphic granites and
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medium grade rocks. The isograd patterns show no rela-
tionship to pegmatite contacts. Granites exposed else-
where in the region are enriched in radiogenic heat-pro-
ducing elements. They may have contributed to the ther-
mal budget but were not the primary cause of the low-
pressure metamorphism during the Colorado and Ber-
thoud orogenies as they lie too far away (e.g. Foster and
Rubenach 2006). Granite emplacement has been a con-
troversial topic for many years. Some believe that exten-
sional tectonics results in ascent and emplacement (Scail-
let 1995; Brown and Dallmeyer 1996) while others argue
that it occurs during contractional orogenesis (Brown
1994a; Solar et al. 1998; Brown and Solar 1999).

The eastward migration of the staurolite isograds with
time and their near orthogonal orientation to S0,1 sug-
gests that the flux of heat through rock might be control-
led by the orientation of the foliation parallel to composi-
tional layering. Maximum heat flux may occur along a
well developed compositional layering that can be reacti-
vated or reused during deformation, rather than a newly
developing oblique foliation through enhanced diffusion
(e.g., Bell and Cuff 1989). Metamorphism should be di-
rectly related to diffusion rates and the grade will in-
crease closer to the source of heat. The garnet staurolite,
cordierite and andalusite mineral succession revealed by
the FIAs, the appearance of fibrolitic sillimanite during
younger deformation and the absence of kyanite suggest
a low pressure, high temperature metamorphic sequence.

Significance of the shift in the isograd from FIA
to FIA

Heat flux, like deformation, will be heterogeneous and
partitioned through the crust if foliation development is
important to diffusion. The eastward shift in the distribu-
tion of the staurolite isograds suggests a temperature in-
crease with time even though the overall migration is
minimal. The first three of the FIAs developed over peri-
od of ~100 Ma during the Colorado orogeny. Five fold
FIA successions elswehere have been dated as lasting
100 (Bell and Welch 2002) to 200 (Cihan 2006) million
years. If such time lengths are involved, why was the
eastward migration of index minerals so limited. One
possibility is that the isograds have steep dips rather than
gentle ones. The garnet isograd in the Homestake mine is
sub-vertical through the mine centre and formed that way
(CC Bell and TH Bell unpublished data). Steep dips of
the isograds in this region would readily explain the
minimal migration over a potentially a long time period.
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